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Abstract- in this paper, a method of two dimensional Fisher In this paper, a straightforward image projection technique
principal component analysis (2D-FPCA) in the two dimensional called two dimensional Fisher Principal Component Analysis,
principal component analysis (2DPCA) transformed space is 2D-FPCA, for feature extraction is presented. As opposed to
analyzed and its nature is revealed, i.e., 2D-FPCA is equivalent conventional 2DFLD, 2D FPCA is based on the scatter
to 2DPCA plus two dimensional Fisher linear discriminant matrices which are transformed to a smaller 2DPCA subspace.
analysis (2DFLD). Based on this result, a more transparent 2D That is, find the Fisher linear projection criterion in the
FPCA algorithm is developed. That is, 2DPCA is performed first 2DPCA subspace. Performing 2DFLD in this new subspace
and then 2DFLD is used for the second feature extraction in the has three important advantages over Fisherface and 2DFLD.
2DPCA transformed space. Since 2D FPCA is based on the 2D g
image matrices, the vectorization of the image is not required. Firstly, Seasiert eaue heq coviemtermie
Thus, 2D FPCA optimizes the evaluation of the image matrices, curely. Second lecs i eq to derminetthe
the between and within matrices, by transforming them into a Xcrrepning eignvect ly ,
smaller 2DPCA space. In the Linear Discriminant Analysis accuracy increases significantly.
(LDA) based face recognition techniques, image representation II. A COMPLETE 2D LDA ALGORITHM
and recognition is statistically dependent on the evaluation of the
between and within matrices. This leads to the following A. Fundamental of2DFLD
benefits; the proposed 2D-FPCA yields greater recognition mXn
accuracy while reduces the overall computational complexity. For a given linear mapping V, the input data JR can
Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is verified be transformed into its feature vectors B = [B1, B2, ... Bd ]
using the ORL database as a benchmark. The new algorithm
achieves a recognition rate of 95.50% compared to the which are called Fisher feature vectors and form a
recognition rate of 90.00% for the Fisherface method. matrix B E F
I. INTRODUCTION 'I): IRrmxn
- Fm (1)
Principal component analysis (PCA) and Fisher linear
x F IiX)discriminant analysis (FLD) [1-2] are two classical techniques
for linear feature extraction. In recent years, the two Correspondingly, a pattern in the original input space IRmxn
dimensional feature extraction methods, such as two is transformed to a potentially much smaller dimensional
dimensional PCA (2DPCA) and two dimensional FLD f m i mxd
(2DFLD) have been of wide concern. 2DPCA was originally feature matrix in the Fisher feature vector space F
developed by Yang [3], and 2DFLD was subsequently The initial motivation of 2DFLD is to perform FLD in the
proposed by Li [4] and Xiong [5]. Yang's work is mainly input space IRmxn . This can be achieved by maximizing the
focused on constructing the image covariance matrix directly following Fisher criterion:
using the original image matrices. In contrast to the covariance
matrix of PCA, the size of the image covariance matrix using VTSbV
2DPCA is much smaller. As a result, 2DPCA has two J(V) = (2)
important advantages over PCA. Firstly, it is easier to evaluate V SwV
the covariance matrix accurately. Secondly, less time is
required to determine the corresponding eigenvectors. 2DFLD where Sb and SW are the between class and within class
has similar advantages over the Fisherface method. Recently, . . . mxn
Mutelo et al. [6] achieved similar results with superior s m r d
performances in their work. c
However, 2DFLD always faces the difficulty that the 5b = 4i(mi -m0)I(m___inT) (3)
evaluation of its image scatter matrices is not optimal. As a i
consequence the algorithm is not optimal in terms of
computational efficiency and recognition.
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c n, T scatter matrix is still non-singular in the 2DPCA-transformed
SW = E (xlk -MI) (Xlk - ) space. We will now address the problem of transforming each
1 k=1 2D image sample to the 2DPCA transformed space in thefollowing section. It should be emphasized that our approach(4) Here, x1 X2 . xM is a training set of M samples in will be to avoid transforming each image to the 2DPCA
input space; 1i is the number of training samples of class i and subspace because it is computationally complexity.
M = lii; Xlk is the element k of the class 1; mo is the C. Derivation for 2D FPCA Algorithm
mean of image of all training samples. The aim of the 2D-FPCA is to perform LDA in the feature
space F xd. However, it is time expensive to do so directly
However, it is difficult to do so directly because it is b i
computationally very intensive to evaluate the between class 1 1
scatter matrix and the within class scatter matrix accurately in image to the feature space and then compute Sb and S .
the input space. Fortunately, in the ID image vector, where the Fortunately, we can compute these matrices in the input
2D face image matrices must be transformed into ID image IRmxn
vectors and then the principal component analysis (PCA) is s J ,
applied before the FLD algorithm. This is mainly, in face space Fxd .That is, transform (3) and (4) by
recognition there are not enough samples to make the within-
class scatter non-singular some tricks (PCA) are demanded in Sb /TSJb (9)
using FLD for face recognition [1]-[2]. However, this is not
the case in the 2D image analysis. S,1 = , f (10)
B. Novel 2D PCA plus 2D FLD algorithm Equation (9) and (10) are derived as follows, suppose each
In the Fisherface method [2] applies PCA for dimension image is transformed to the 2DPCA subspace by
reduction at first and then uses FLD to extract and represent
facial features. In Euclidean space, the theoretical foundation ai = xi/ (11)
of why FLD can be performed in the PCA transformed space
has been laid in [7]. FLD was proven to be equivalent to PCA Where ,6 is a matrix of orthogonal eigenvectors computed
plus FLD for small sample size problems. It can be proven that 1
the same reason applies to why 2DFLD can be performed in from the total image matrix Sb. Therefore, 5b can be
the 2DPCA transformed space. In 2DFLD problems, each computed
training sample X1, X2, *, XM has c
rank(xi) = min(m, n) from which we have [5] Sl=- In - ) (12)
c n,
T
rank(Sw) = rank(L (xlk - ml) (xlk -imI) (5) - ji[(Mi_-MO ),]T [(Mi -_i )/O]
< (M-c).min(m, n) Where ml E Fmxd = Eai= C is the expectation of the
Therefore, in 2DFLD, SW is non-singular when ith class, m'n = ip and mi = pM , mi E IRmxn mean,
M .c+_________ therefore, Sl ,6TSb,6. Similarly, S' is derived. Next the
min(m,n) (6) Fisher feature matrix of the image sample is extracted.
Mathematically it is easy to show that the feature matrix of Xi
Since real-world problems (6) are always satisfied, PCA is is obtained by
never used to make SW non-singular. We can prove that
(1 = XIS (13)
2DFLD E=- F (--> 2DPCA + 2DFLD E=- F (7)
That is, extracting the Fisher feature matrices in the space
This can be equivalently written as spanned by 2DPCA's eigenvectors. The optimal discriminant
2DPCA + 2DFLD E F X vectors with respect to the Fisher criterion in the 2DPCAspace are actually the eigenvectors of the generalized
phasel: JR mxn 2PFCmxd; equationS = I2S1 . In the feature space (2) becomes
phase2: Fmxd 2DFLD mxR (8) F4 b 5
Now, the remaining problem is how to implement 2DFLD 5t (14)
in the 2DPCA-transformed space. After all, the within class
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Substituting (9) and (10) into (14), the Fisher criterion is remark on the algorithm, d and g are selected in such a way
converted to: that the performance of 2D FPCA is optimized.
tT (,3Ts/b) D. Image Reconstruction for 2D FPCA
J(4) = R (15) Image reconstruction for the 2D-FPCA can be performedJT (,#TsWJMJ as follow. The original image can be reconstructed from (13).
Now, based on (15), let us define Since A, 2 1***,d are orthonormal and are also
J(W) T= b (16) lI J2 *..Ig are orthonormal, it is easy to obtain the
z= S z1 reconstructed image of the ith sample xi:
Therefore, the corresponding mapping exists (17)~~~~~~~ n;~T/3T (18)X9=5 (17)i
We can see that (14) has the same size as the image sample
Where , A,-l**3d and 5 4>",* g and and represents the reconstructed sub images. That is, the image
afi.. f, Thus, we can extract the Fisher feature can be approximately reconstructed by adding up the first g1, and first d sub images. In particular, when the selected number
matrix from an image xi by qi = xiz which is equivalent to of principal component vectors g=d and d=n, we have
= xi . This is a two stage process: 2DPCA plus ..,the image is completely reconstructed by its
2DFLD. Now, let us view the issues in the 2DPCA- principal component vectors without any loss of information.
mxd Otherwise, x is anapproximation.transformed space F1 . Looking back at (14) and
considering the matrices S' and S, within the function III. ANALYSIS
J(s), it is easy to verify that they are actually the between- In this section, two tests are designed to evaluate the
class and total scatter matrices in the 2DPCA-transformed performance of the proposed algorithm. All the tests are on
mxd face recognition. The first test is on the number of 2DPCA
space F a From the expression of Sb in (9) and S in (10) eigenvectors selected for the proposed and the second one is
F mxd based on 2DPCA- on varying the sample size for training. Face recognition is
wercansonsedfeaturutem ditretlyin 1veryimagetransf typically a small sample size problem, it is necessary totransformed features: But requires every image transformed demonstrate that the proposed 2D-FPCA algorithm is
first, thus computationally demanding. In (16) we obtain the applicable to this kind of problem.
required vectors without image transformation, rather Sb and A. Tests on Face Recognition using the Olivetti Research
SW transformation. Note, in the 2DPCA phase we derive a set Laboratory Database
of eigenvectors that optimizes the computation of the 2DFLD The Olivetti Research Lab (ORL) face database is a result
algorithm. In summary of the discussion so far, the proposed of face recognition project carried out at Cambridge
algorithm is given below. Step 1: In IRmxn , construct the total University. It has become a popular database for testing and
s, orthonormal evaluating face recognition algorithms. This publicly availablecovariance scatter matrices St Calculate S s orthonormal database comprises of 40 distinct subjects, each subject having
eigenvectors ifl,62*,, 13d, assuming the first d ones are ten different images, taken at different times. The images are
subject to variations such as lighting, changing facial
corresponding to positive eigenvalues. Step 2: In IRmxn , expressions (open/closed eyes, smiling/nonsmiling), and facial
construct the between-class Sb and within-class scatter SW details (glasses/no glasses). All the images are taken against adark homogeneous background and the persons are in upright,
matrices. Use 2DPCA's eigenvectors XBlSA,62 ,,3d to frontal position (with a tolerance for some side movement).
transform them into an mxd dimensional space Fmxd The images are 256 grey levels per pixel and normalized to1ftn n d ea 112 X 92 pixels. In our analysis no pre-processing of the
Selected in such a way that discriminant information is kept images was conducted. The pure ability of our algorithm was
while most unwanted data is discarded, this lead to efficiency tested. Five images of each subject are randomly chosen for
of the 2DFLD algorithm. Step 3: Extract the discriminant training, while the remaining five are used for testing. Some
features matrices. The transformed between class and within example images of one subject are shown in Fig. 1.
class matrices are defined from step 2 by S' = /TSb/
and S= ,GTSW,6, and calculate discriminant eigenvectors
largest eigenvales The disrminant features are -xji4. A
Fig. 1 Sample images of one subject in the ORL database
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Number of eigenvectors for St 5 7 9 11 13
Top Recognition (%) 92.5 95.5 94.5 94.5 94.5
Dimensions at top recognition 56X 5 56X 5 56X 4 56X 4 56X 5
TABLE 1: COMPARISON OF THE ToP RECOGNITION ACCURACY (%) 2D FPCA FOR VARYING S S EIGENVECTORS
Training samples/class 1 2 3 4 5
PCA+FLD (Fisherface) - 83.00 (21) 85.00 (22) 88.00 (25) 90.00(20)
2D-FPCA 89.06(56x5) 90.00(56x5) 93.75 95.50
d=40 d=35 (56x6)d=25 (56x5)d=9
TABLE 2: COMPARISON OF THE ToP RECOGNITION ACCURACY (%) OF FISHERFACE VERSUS SUBSPACE 2DFLD (THE VALUES IN PARENTHESES DENOTE
THE DIMENSION OF FEATURE VECTORS FOR THE BEST RECOGNITION ACCURACY AND d IS THE NUMBER OF SELECTED EIGENVECTORS OF Ste*)
The images were then normalized to 56X46 pixels. The the former evaluates the covariance matrix more
first analysis evaluates the number of 2DPCA's accurately.
eigenvectors ,3 required to optimize the recognition of 2D I. CONCLUSIONS
FPCA. Since the eigenvectors of St retain the between and A novel technique for image feature extraction and
within data variation from the subjects. We designed a representation was developed using the two dimensional
series of experiments for d = 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13. Table 1 Fisher's Linear Discriminant (2DFLD) combined with
show that the performance of 2D-FPCA is optimized at 2DPCA subspace. 2D-FPCA has many advantages over
d = 9. The Top recognition for our analysis suggests that Fisherface. Firstly, since 2D-FPCA is based on the image
94.5% is the optimal recognition accuracy obtained using matrix, it is simpler and more straightforward to use for
only nine 2DPCA eigenvectors. It is worth noting from image feature extraction. Secondly, 2D-FPCA
table 1 that, for different 2DPCA's selected eigenvectors outperforms Fisherface in terms of recognition accuracy
the top recognition occurs when the dimensions for the as it achieves a high recognition accuracy of 95.50%fheatuprecomaitrix 56cXu. whend ,the dimensions for. compared to 90.00% for Fisherface. Thirdly, 2D-FPCAfeature matrix iS 56X5. When = 11, the dimensions for seet mle e f2DC' ievcosta' ~~~~selects a s a ler set o P A's e g n e t r thatthe feature matrix at top recognition occur at 56 X 4. optimizes the accuracy and speed. Finally, 2D-FPCA is
Face recognition is a small sample problem. Therefore, computationally more efficient than the Fisherface and it
we design a series of tests to compare the performance of improves the speed of image feature generation
2D-FPCA to the Fisherface method under conditions where significantly.
the sample size is varied. Here, we perform four tests with
a varying number of training samples. Table 2 presents the REFERENCES
top recognition accuracy of Fisherface and 2D-FPCA. The [1] H. Yu and J. Yang, "A direct LDA algorithm for high-dimensional
performance of 2D-FPCA is better than the Fisherface data With application to face recognition," Patt. Recognit., vol.
method A significant top recognition accuracy of 95.50 % 34, no. 10, pp. 2067-2070, 2001.
for the 2D-FPCA was achieved and 90.00 % for the [2] R. Huang, Q. S. Liu, H. Q. Lu, and S. D. Ma, "Solving the small
Fisherface for atrainingsampleoffiveimagesp c
.
sample size problem of LDA," in Proc. Int. Conf:PatternFisherface for a training sample of five images per class. Recognition, vol. 3, Quebec, Canada, pp. 29-32, , Aug. 2002.
Furthermore, 2D-FPCA is computational efficiency for [3] J. Yang, D. Zhang, A. F. Frangi, J. Y. Yang, "Two dimensional
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recognition." IEEE Trans. Pattern Anal. Machine Intell. Vol. 26,
mnXmnmatrix compared to a small nxn matrix for no. 1,pp. 131-137, 2004.
the 2D-FPCA. It must be emphasized that S' and S' in the [4] Ming Li and Baozong Yuan, "2D-LDA: A statistical linear
discriminant analysis for image matrix," Pattern Recognition
Fisherface approach are of the order (160 X 160) from Letters, Vol. 26, no. 5, pp. 527-532, 2005.
d = M -c which is much larger than the selected [5] H. Xiong, M.N.S. Swamy, M.O. Ahmad, "Two-dimensional FLD
optimal value (9 X 9) in 2D FPCA. Where M is the for face recognition," Pattern Recognition, Volume 38, Issue 7, pp.
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used for training. Furthermore, our 2D-FPCAismore [6] R. M. Mutelo, W. L. Woo, S. S. Dlay, "2DPCA Plus LDA: Aused for training. our 2D-FPCA iS more Novel Fisher Discriminant Framework for Feature Extraction and
suitable for small sample size problems (like face Face Recognition," WSEAS Transactions on Communications,
recognition) since its image between and image within No. 12, Vol. 4, pp. 1364-1372, December 2005.
matrices are quite small. Image representation and [7] J. Yang, J.-Y. Yang, "why can LDA be performed in PCA
recognition based on LDA (or 2DFLD) is statistically transformed space?" Pattern Recognition, Vol. 36, No. 2, pp. 563 -
dependent on the evaluation of the covariance matrices. 566, February 2003.
The obvious advantage of 2D-FPCA over Fisherface is that
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